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APPLICANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL INTERROGATORY

In light of the responses given by the Attorney

General for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ("Mass AG") to

Applicants' First Set of Interrogatories and Request for

Production Regarding the Amended Contention on Notification

System ("First Interrogatories"), Applicants request that the

Mass AG supplement his answers to Nos. 8, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19,

and 20(e) of the First Interrogatories, a copy of which is

attached hereto.

By their attorneys,
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June 24, 1983

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

before the

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
In the Matter of )

)
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF ) Docket Nos. 50-443-OL-1

NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al. ) 50-444-OL-1
) On-site Emergency

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) ) Planning Issues
)
)

APPLICANTS' ?IRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
AND FIRST REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

REGARDING THE MASSACHUSETTS ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
AMENDED CONTENTION ON NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 55 2.740b and 2.741, Applicants

hereby request that Attorney General of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts ("Mass AG") respond to the following

interrogatories, and produce for inspection and copying the

documents requested below. Th9 production of the documents

requested herein shall take place at the offices of Ropes &

Gray, 225 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts, at 10 a.m.

on Monday, July 25, 1988.
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Definitions and Guidelines to be Used
in ResDondina to this Reauest

1. The word "document" as used herein shall mean any

written matter, wbather produced, reproduced or stored on -

paper, cards, tapes, disks, belts, charts, films, computer

storage devices or any other medium and shall include,

without limitation, matter in the form of books, reports,

studies, statements, speeches, notebooks, agreements,

appointment calendars, working papers, manuals, memoranda,

notes, records, correspondence, diaries, plans, diagrams,

dravings, pe riod ica !.s , lists, telephone logs, minutes,

photographs, and any published materials and shall also

include, without limitation, originals, copies (with or

without notes or changes thereon) and drafts.

2. The word "communications" shall mean correspondence,

contact, discussion, or any other kind of written or oral

exchange between two or more persons or entities including,

but not limited to, all telephone conversations, face-to-face

meetings or conversations, visits, conferences, internal and

external discussions, and exchange of a document or

documents.

3. Applicants request that documents produced in compliance

with this request be accompanied with an indication as to the

particular paragraphs under which the documents are being

produced.
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4. In the event that it is claimed that any document

responsive to any request is privileged, each privileged

document should be fully identified in writing, signed by
counsel, except that the substance thereof need not be

described to the extent said substance itself is claimed to
be privileged. To "identify" a document claimed to be

privileged means to state:

(a) the date on which the document was prepared;

(b) the author or authors of the document;

(c) the addressee (s) and recipient (s) of the document,

if any;

(d) the title of the document;

(e) the number of pages in the document; and

(f) the substance of the document to the extent it is

j not privileged.

5. "Identify" with respect to an expert witness means to

state:
i

; (a) The name, mailing address, age and present
!

professional or employment affiliation of the person;

! (b) The profession or occupation and field of claimed

expertise of the person;

i (c) The history of formal education or training of the

person, including but not limited to, (i) the name and

address of each school where the person received special
l

education or training, (ii) the date those schools were

-3-
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attended, and (iii) a description of each degree earned,

including the date and granting institution;

(d) The history of specialized training in the area of

claimed expertise, including, but not limited to, (1)

the type of training received, (11) the name and address

of the institution providing this training, and (iii)

the dates of such training;

(e) A list of publications of any kind by the person in

the area of claimed expertice, including, but not

limited to, (i) the title and subject matter, (ii) the

name and address of the publisher, and (iii) the date of

publication;

(f) A list of any and all licenses in the area of

claimed expertise, including, but not limited to, (1)

the designation of the authority by which the license

was issued, (ii) the date(s) of the licensing, (iii) the

requirements for obtaining each license, and (iv) the

manner by which these requiremente were met;

! (g) The amount of time the person has worked in the

field of claimed expertise, stating periods where work
l

|
was other than on a full-time basis;

l

! (h) The name and address of every person, or every
!

corporation or other institution, that has employed the

person within the last ten years of employment;

-4-
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(1) All periods of claimed self-employment, including a |

l
description of all duties and responsibilities thereof; I

(j) All previous experience in the field of claimed

expertise which involved problems, analyses or studies

similar to those concerning which the person is expected

to testify in this proceeding;

(k) All other litigation in which the person has been

consulted, specifying those matters in which the person

has testified, including the name of the case or matter

and the court or other forum in which testimony was

given; and

(1) Any other experience in the field of claimed

expertise.

6. Please include, with the answer to each of the

interrogatories that follow, the name, institutional

affiliation and professional qualifications, if any, of the

person who is answering.

7. "Amended Contention on Notification System" shall mean

the Mass AG's contention and bases admitted to this

proceeding by the on-Site Licensing Board by Memorandum and

Order dated June 2, 1988.

8. If any document required to be identified or produced in
these answers has been destroyed and no copy exists within

the Mass AG's or the Commonwealth's possession, custody or

control, identify the documents, state the date of its

-5-
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destruction, identify the person responsible for ordering

' destruction, state the purpose of destruction, and (if

applicable) produce any document retention policy that

governed the retention or destruction of the document. To

"identify" a document, for all purposes in these requests

other than those covered by Instruction #4 above, means to

state:

(a) the date on which the document was prepared;

(b) the author c authors of the document;

(c) the addressee (s) and recipient (s) of the document,

if any;

(d) the title of the document;

(e) the number of pages in the document; and

(f) the substance of the document.

Intertagatories and.Recuests for Production

1. With respect to the Mass. AG's answers to each of the

interrogatories 6 - 46 that follow, is that answer bae d upon

reference ta or knowledge of the existence of one or more

documents? If so, please:

(a) Identify each such document on which the answer is

based.

(b) Identify the information in each document on which

the answer is based.

(1) Identify all documents possessed by or known to

-6-
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exist by the Mass AG which deal with the same subject
matter.

(d) Produce all identified documents.

2. With respect to the Mass AG's answers to each of the

interrogatories 6 - 46 that follow, is that answer based upon

any type of study, calculation, procedure, method,
,

instruction, assumption, conclusion, recommendation or

analysis? If.so, pleas n

(a) Describe the nature of the study, calculation

procedure, nethod, instruction, assumption, conclusion,

recom.iendation or analysis.

(b) Identif( and produce any documents that constitute,

ciscuss or d escribe it.

(c) Identify the person (s) who performed it, including

the institutional affiliation and professional

qualifications, if any, of the person (s).

(d) State when and where it was prepared or performed.

(e) Describe in detail the information or data that was

examined.

(f) Describe the reaalts.

(g) Explain how it provides a basis for the answer.

3. With respect to the Mass. AG's answers to each of the

interrogatories 6 - 46 that follow, is that answer based upon

conversations, consultations, correspondence or any other

-7-
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type of communication with one or more individuals or

entities? If so, please:

(a) Identify each such individual or entity.
(b) State the educational and professional background

of each such individual, including occupation and
institutional affiliates.

(c) Describe the nature of each communication with each
such individual or antity, when it occurred, and

identify all other individuals or entities involved.

(d) Describe in detail the information received from
each such individual or entity, and explain how it

provides a basis for the answer.

(e) Identify and produce each letter, memorandum,

contract, tape, note or other document related to each

conversation, cocrespondence, or other communication

with such individual or entity.

4. Does the Mass AG intend to offer the testimony of any

expert witness with respect to the Amended contention on

Notification System? If so, please:

(a) Identify each expert witness whom the Mass AG

intends to present with respect to this contention.

(b) State the substance of the facts to which each

expert witness is expected to testify.

(c) State the substance of the opinion or opinions to

which each expext witntss is expected to testify.-

-8-
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(d) Provide a summary of the grounds for each opinion

to which each expert witness is expected to testify.

(e) State whether the facts and opinions listed in

responce to the foregoing are contained in any written

report, memoranda, calculation, analysis or other

transcript, and, if so, whether the Mass AG is willing

to produce the same without the necessity of a notice to

produce.

(f) State whether the opinion of any expert witness is

based in whole or in part on any scientific rule or

principle, and, if so, set forth such rule or principle.

(g) State whether the opinion of any expert witness is

based in whole or in part on any code or regulation,

governmental or otherwise, and, if so, identify each

such code or regulation and the specific section or

portion thereof relied upon.

(h) State whether the opinion of any expert witness is

based in whole or in part upon any scientific or

engineer!.ng book or other publication, and, if so,

identify the book or publication.

5. Does the Mass AG intend to offer the testimony of any

non-expert witness with respect to the Amended Contention on

Notification System? If so, please:

(a) Identify each non-expert witness whom the Mass AG

intends to present with respect to this contention.

-9-
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(b) State the substance of the facts to which each non-
expert witness is expected to testify.

(c) State the substance of the opinion or opinions to

which eacn non-expert witness is expected to testify.

(d) Provide a summary of the grounda for each opinion

to which each non-expert witness is expected to testify.

(e) State whether the facts and opinions listed in

response to the foregoing are contained in any written

report, memoranda, or other. transcript, and, if so,

whether the Mass AG is willing to produ-o the same

without the necessity of a request to produce.

(f) State whether the opinion of any non-expert witness

is based in whole or in part on any scientific rule or

principle, and, if so, set forth such ruls or principle.

(g) State whether the opinion of any non-expert witness

is based in whole or in part on any code or regulation,

governmental or otherwise, and, if so, identify each

such code or regulation and the specific section or

portion thereof relied upon.

(h) State whether the opinion of any non-expert witness

is based in whole or in part upon any scientific or

engineering book or other publication, and, if so,

identify the book or publication.

6. Has any representative of or person employed by the

Cepartment of the Attorney General of th' Commonwealth been

-10-
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in contac t with any selectman, civil defense director or

other of fi ial of Amesbury, Merrimack, Newbury, West Newbury,

Newburyport, Salisbury or Haverhill concerning any actual or

proposed siren warning system for Seabrook Station? If so,

please:

(a) Identify each selectman, civil defense direc*.or or

other official who was contacted, and the representative

or employee who contacted them.

(b) Describe in detai7 the date, time, manner, place,

and substance of the communication.
.

(c) Identify and produce every document that reflects,

refers to, or relates in any way to any such contact.

7. Has any other official, representative, or employee of

the government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts have been

in contact with any selectman, civil defense director or

other ef ficial of Amesbury, Merrimack, Newbury, West Newbury,

Newburyport, Halisbury or Haverhill concerning any actual or

| proposed siren warning system for Seabrook Station? If so,

please:

(a) Identify each selectman, civil defense director or

other official who was contacted, and the official,

representative, or employee who contacted them.

(b) Describe in detail the date, time, manner, place,

and substance of the communication.

-11-
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(c) Identify and produce every document that reflects,

refers to, or relates in any way to any such contact.

8. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "the VANS and the New Hampshire fixed

sirens because of their locations, height, acoustic range and
number, do not provide tone or message coverage for

essentially 100 percent of the population in the

Massachusetts plume exposure pathway EPZ at the sound

pressure levels required in NUREG-0654 and FEMA-REP-10," and

explain exactly how those facts support the assertion.

9. Please state whether the Mass AG contends that

Applicants are required to "providu tone or message coverage

| fer essentially 100 percent of the population in the

Massachusetts plume exposure pathway EPZ," and state in

detail all the fauts, opinions, rulings, regulations and
,

other sources underlying that ansvar, explaining in each case

how the fact, opinion, ruling, regulation or other material

supports that answer.

10. Please identify every segmer.t of the population in the

Massachusetts plume exposure pachway EPZ which the Mass AG

contends would not ra:eive tone or message coverage at the

sound pressure levels specified in NUREG-0654 and FEMA-REP-10

from the VANS and the New Hampshire fixed sirens, state how

many people are involved in each instance, and state what

-12-
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sound pressure levels those segments of the population would

receive.

11. Please identify every local ordinance which the Mass AG

contends would prohibit the Applicants from operating their

staging areas and ' rom operating their VANS vehicles at the

pre-selected acoustic locations, stating in each case exactly
how each ordinance acts to prohibit the operation.

12. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "the fourteen VANS locations are

physically inaccessible to the VANS equipment", define

precisely what is meant by "physically inaccessible," and

explain exactly how those facts support the assertion.

13. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "the (VANS) vehicles cannot withstand and
will not operate properly with the weights, amount and nature

of equipment intended to be carried by the vehicles," and

explain exactly how those facts support the assertion.

14. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "the weight distribution with the siren

fully extended will cause the equipment to fall and/or the

lifting mechanism to band or break under heavy wind or

precipitation conditions," define precisely what is meant by

"heavy wind" and "heavy . precipitation", and explain. .

exactly how those facts support the assertion.

-13-
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| 15. Please state in detail all the facts underiying the Mass

! AG's assertion that "the telescopic crane will not reliably

lift the stren to its fully extended position because of the

weight of the siren and the capacity of the crane.", define

exactly what is meant by "reliably", and explain exactly how

those facts support the assertion.

16. Please state in detail every fact, not discussed in a

previous answer, underlying the Mass AG's assertion that "the

VANS vehicles are inadequate for their ntended use", and

explain exactly how these facts support the assertion.

17. Please state in detail what the Mass AG contends are the

appropriate criteria for determining VANS vehicle adequacy,

and state in detail all the facts, opinions, rulings,

regulations, and other sources underlying that answer,

explaining in each case how the fact, opinion, ruling,

ragulation, or other material supports that answer.

18. Please state in detail all the facts, analyses and

estimates underlying the Mass AG's assertion that "the time

needed for driver alert, dispatch, route transit, setup and

activation in accordance with NRC regulations will exceed 15

minutes for many of the VANS vehicles in optimum weather

conditions," and explain exactly how those facts support the

assertion.

19. Please state in detail all the facts and estimates

underlying the Mass AG's assertion that "in poor weather,

-14-
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heavy traffic, and nighttime conditions the times needed to

accomplish these tasks will increase," and explain exactly

how those facts support the assertion.

20. Please state in detail how long the Mass AG contends it

will require to perform each of the following functions, for

(1) optimum weather conditions and (2) poor weather, heavy

traffic, or nighttime conditions, and state in detail all the

facts underlying each answer and how those facts support the
,

answer:

(a) notification of VANS driver;

(b) VANS driver proceeds to vehicle;

(c) VANS driver checks out vehicle and equipment;

(d) VANS driver starts vehicle and leaves staging area;

(e) VANS vehicle proceeds to acoustic location;

(f) setup and activation of siren at acoustic location.

21. Please state whether the Mass AG contends that the VANS

are required to activate "both alert signal and message

capability within the 15 minute period", and state in detail
all the facts, opinions, rulings, regulations and other

sources underlying that answer, explaining in each case how

the fact, opinion, ruling, regulation or other material

supports that answer.

22. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "snow, icy and extreme cold weather

conditions will impede extension of the sirens to their

-15-
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operational position, rotation and oscillation of the sirens

during the tone and message modes and operctio- of the sirens

themselves," define exactly what is meant by "oscillation of

the sirens", and explain exactly how those facts support the

assertion.

23. Please state exactly how much each level of snow, of icy

weather, and of cold weather will impede each of (1) the

extension of the sirens to their operational position, (ii)

the rotation and oscillation of the sirens during the tone

and message modes, (iii) the operation of the sirens

themselves, and state in detail all the facts underlying the

ar.swer for each level and function.

24. Please stato in detail all the facts and assumptions

(including time duration assumptions) underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "at a sound level of 134 dBC anyor.e

within 100 feet of the siren during its operation will suffer

severe hearing damage," define exactly what is meant ey

"severe hearing damage", and explain exactly how those facts

support the assertion.

t 25. please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass
|

AG's assertion that "because of the large size of the

| intended dispersion angle (60 degrees), sound irregularities

will occur within the coverage angles including gaps in sound

coverage for certain areas," define exactly what is meant by

"sound irregularities", "dispersion angle", "coverage angles"

-16-
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and "gaps in sound coverage", and explain exactly how those

facts support the assertion.

26. Is it the ;ssertion of the Mass AG that a "largo"

"dispersion angle * would cause more "sound irregularities"

than a smaller "dispersion angle"?

(a) If so, please:

(1) state ill the facts underlying this assertion,

and explain exactly how those facts support the

assertion;

(ii) identify all persons with whom the Mass AG

cor.sulted in developing the assertion, and state

the substance of each person's input on the

assertion;

(iii) identify and produce all documents consulted

or relied upon by the Mass AG, or by persons

consulted by the Mass AG, in developing the

assertion.

(b) If not, please:

(1) state all the facts underlying this answer,

and explain exactly how those facts support the

|
answer;

(ii) identify all persons with whom the Mass AG

|
consulted in developing the answer, and state the

substance of each person's input on the answer;

i

|

| -17-
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(iii) identify and produce all documents consulted

or relied upon by the Mass AG, or by persons

consulted by the Mass AG, in developing the answer.

27. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "the oscillation of the speaker assembly
will cause gaps in coverage when the siren is used in its

tone alert mode", define exactly what is meant by

"oscillation of the speaker assembly" and "gaps in coverage",
ana explain exactly how those facts support the assertion.

28. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "listeners in areas where there is an
overlap in sound coverage from 2 or more sirens . will. .

experience severe echo conditions, condering any voice

message unintelligible", define exactly what is meant by "an

overlap in sound coverage", "unintelligible" and "severo echo

conditions", and explain exactly how those facts support the

assertion.

29. please state in detail what are the orier.:ation and

location conditions of sirens and listeners for which the

Mass AG asserts that "severe echo conditions" would occur.

30. please identify all areas in which the Mass AG contends

"there is an overlap in sound coverage from 2 or more

sirens", and state in detail all the facts underlying the

answer.

-18-
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31. Please identify all circumstances when the Mass AG

contends it would be required for message mode to be used by
the primary alerting system, and state in detail all the

facts, opinions, rulings, regulations and other sources

underlying the answer, explaining in each case exactly how
the fact, opinion, ruling, r gulation or other material

supports that answer.

32. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AC's assertion that "sufficient drivers and backup driverr

will not be stationed at the six staging areas to ensure 24-

hour availability of the system," and explain exactly how

those facts support the assertion.

33. Please state how many drivers and backup drivers the

Mass AG contends would be "sufficient. to ensure 24-hour. .

availability of the system," and state in detail all the

facts underlying that answer.

34. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "the system will work reliably. only. .

when each vehicle is manned by at least two people," and

explain exactly how those facts support the assertion.

35. Please define exactly what the Mass AG means by

"adequate fidelity to ensure intelligibility", including

l specific values, and state in detail all the facts, opinions,

rulings, regulations and other sources underlying that
i

definition, explaining in each case how the fact, opinion,

| -19-
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ruling, regulation or other material supports that

definition.

36. Please state in detail all the f$ cts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "poor weather. is equally or more. .

' C* debilitating or (sic) the use of a helicopter," and explain

exantiy how those facts support the assertion.

37. Please. state exactly what degrees of high wind, heavy

rain, snow, icy conditions, and/or extreme cold conditions

the Mass AG contends would be "equally or more debilitating

or (sic) the use of a helicopter," and stata in detail all

the facts underlying that answer.

33. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "a steady 3 to 5 minute tone alert

capable of repetition cannot be accomplished with the

airborne system for significant numbers of people even within

the covered area because the speed necessary to provide that

duration of a tone is too slow for extended operation of the

aircraft," define exactly what is meant by "significant

numbers of people", "covered area" and "too slow", and

explain exactly how those facts support the assertion.

39. Please state whether the Mass AG contends thate

Applicants are required to provide "a steady 3 to 5 minute

tone alert" with their airborne backup system, and state in

detail all the facts, opinions, rulings, regulations and

other sources underlying that answer, explaining in each case

-20-
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how the fact, opinion, ruling, regulation or other material

supports that answer.

40. Please state in detail all the facts underlying the Mass

AG's assertion that "any attempted informational messages for

the airborne siren will be garbled and unintelligible because

of the strength and size of the speaker array and amplifier

system, the height of the aircraft and the effect of the

helicopter's rotary blades," define exactly what is meant by

"garbled and unintelligible", and explain exactly how those

facts support the assertion.

41. Please identify all circumstances when the Mass AG

contends it would be required for informational messages to

be broadcast by the airborne backup system, and state in

detail all the facts, opinions, rulings, regulations and

other sources underlying that answer, explaining in each case

exactly how the fact, opinion, ruling, regulation or other

material supports that answor.

42. Please list and produce all documenta possessed by the

government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts or any

department, agency, office, commission, authority, official,

employee or representative thereof that reflect, refer to, or

relate in any way to any emergency warning sirens installed

or cont 3mplated within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

other than sirens installed by Public Service Company of New

Hampshire.

-21-
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43. Please identify, by stating the name, institutional

affiliation and professional qualifications, if any, all

individuals who assisted the Mass AG in preparing the Amended

Contention on Notification System, and describe in detail the

nature and substance of their assistance.

44. Please identify and produce all documents consulted or

relied upon by the Mass AG, or by any individuals assisting
the Mass AG, in preparing the Amended Contention on

Notification System.

45. Please list, identify the source (including preparer's

name, institutional affiliation and professional

qualifications, if any) of, and produce, all studies, tests,

analyses, procedures, methods, instructions, conclusions,

recommendations, computer runs or similar scientific reviews,

prepared for 7r possessed by the Mass AG, and all assumptions

and data used ti:erein, relating to:

(a) siren and/or voice mode emergency notification

systems;

(b) sound and/or ambient noise levels in any areas

where emergency planning for Seabrook Station is

required;

i (c) acoustic range models or analyses;

(d) road blockage or traffic interruption in connection;

with the VANS system;

i
!

|
;
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(e) meteorological conditions, including but not

limited to wind speeds, temperature and precipitation,
in connection with the VANS system.

46. Please identify all studies, analyses or other work

which Mass AG currently intends to perform or have performed

in connection with any matter raised by his Amended

Contention on Notification System or bases thereunder.

By their attorneys,

O d r.crd-9
' thomas G. Dignan, Jr.
Kathryn A. Selleck
Jeffrey P. Trout

Ropes & Gray
275 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110
(617) 423-6100
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE |

'88 JUL 20 P6 :30 )
I, Kathryn A. Selleck, one of the attorneys for the

Applicants herein, hereby certify that on July 18, 1988 I 1

made service of the within document by depositing copi ILg ), @g ,@,
. . . .

thereof with Federal Express, prepaid, for delivery to y ,3g AM
v

where indicated, by depositing in the United States mail,
first class postage paid, addressed to) the individuals
listed below with one exception, namely, Carol S. Sneider,
Esquire, Assistant Attorney General, who is being served in
hand this date.

Administrative Judge Sheldon J. Robert Carrigg, Chairman
Wolfe, Esq., Chairman, Atomic Board of Selectmen
Safety and Licensing Board Panel Town Office

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Atlantic Avenue
Commission North Hampton, NH 03862

East West Towers Building
4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814

Administrative Judge Emmeth A. Diane Curran, Esquire
Luebke Andrea C. Ferster, Esquire

4515 Willard Avenue Harmon & Weiss
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 Suite 430

2001 S Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Dr. Jerry Harbour Stephen E. Merrill
Atomic Safety and Licensing Attorney General

Board Panel George Dana Bisbee
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Assistant Attorney General

Commission Office of the Attorney General
East West Towers Building 25 Capitol Street
4350 East West Highway Concord, NH 03301-6397
Bethesda, MD 20814

Adjudicatory File Sherwin E. Turk, Esquire
Atomic Safety and Licensing Office of General Counsel

Board Panel Docket (2 copies) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Commission One White Flint North, 15th Fl.
East West Towers Building 11555 Rockville Pike
4350 East West Highway Rockville, MD 20852
Bethesda, MD 20814

* Atomic Safety and Licensing Robert A. Backus, Esquire
Appeal Board Panel Backus, Meyer & Solomon

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 116 Lowell Street
Commission P.O. Box 516

Washington, DC 20555 Manchester, NH 03105
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Philip Ahrens, Esquire Mr. J. P. Nadeau
Assistant Attorney General Selectmen's Office
Department of the Attorney 10 Central Road
General Rye, NH 03870

Augusta, ME 04333

Paul McEachern, Esquire Carol S. Sneider, Esquire
Matthew T. Brock, Esquire Assistant Attorney General
Shaines & McEachern Department of the Attorney General
25 Maplewood Avenue One Ashburton Place, 19th Floor
P.O. Box 360 Boston, MA 02108
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Mrs. Sandra Gavutis Mr. Calvin A. Canney
Chairman, Board of Selectmen City Manager
RFD 1 - Box 1154 City Hall
Route 107 126 Daniel Street
Kensington, NH 03827 Portsmouth, NH 03801

* Senator Gordon J. Humphrey R. Scott Hill-Whilton, Esquire
U.S. Senate Lagoulis, Clark, Hill-Whilton &
Washington, DC 20510 McQuire
(Attn: Tom Burack) 79 State Street

Newburyport, MA 01950

* Senator Gordon J. Humphrey Mr. Peter J. Matthews
One Eagle Square, Suite 507 Mayor
Concord, NH 03301 City Hall
(Attn: Herb Boynton) Newburyport, MA 01950

Mr. Thomas F. Powers, III Mr. William S. Lord
Town Manager Board of Selectmen
Town of Exeter Town Hall - Friend Street
10 Front Street Amesbury, MA 01913
Exeter, NH 03833

H. Joseph Flynn, Esquire Brentwood Board of Selectmen
Office of General Counsel RFD Dalton Road
Federal Emergency Management Brentwood, NH 03833
Agency

500 C Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20472

Gary W. Holmes, Esquire Richard A. Hampe, Esquire
Holmes & Ells Hampe and McNicholas
47 Winnacunnet Road 35 Pleasant Street
Hampton, NH 03841 Concord, NH 03301
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Mr. Ed Thomas Judith H. Mizner, Esquire
FEMA,. Region I 79 State Street, 2nd Floor
442 John W. McCormack Post Newburyport, MA 01950
Office and court House

Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109

Charles P. Graham, Esquire
Murphy and Graham
33 Low Street
Newburyport, MA 01950

$ta
Kathryn A.
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